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A look at a busy builder

Veteran builder busy making fine houses
By Paul Weideman
In mid-March, Will Prull and Jodi Vevoda had 10 homes either planned or under
construction. It’s a far cry from late 2008,
when, after building houses in the Santa Fe
market for almost a quarter century, Prull
was unsure that he’d ever do one again.
The impacts of the subprime mortgage
crisis and the resulting recession were
immediate and widespread. “We had two
homes canceled in September of ‘08 when
Lehman crashed, and the phone did not
ring for six months,” Prull said. “I had to let
everybody go, people who had been with
me for 15 years. It was really sad. I didn’t
know if I’d ever build another custom home
again, but we got through that fall and winter with remodels. We ramped back up in
2009 and the next year we had two houses
in the Parade of Homes.”
Since that time, Prull has collected
dozens of awards for both new construction
and remodeling projects. Two examples
from the 2017 Haciendas — A Parade of
Homes event were a “best craftsmanship”
award for a Las Campanas house, and a
special award “for exceptional collaboration between builder and client” for a new
residence off of Tano Road. Prull was the
contractor on the adaptive re-use project
converting the 1927 Manderfield School to
high-end condominiums, and his firm won
a top award for it in last year’s Excellence in
Remodeling Awards.
The styling of new houses by Prull Custom Builders has shifted dramatically. “In
the 2000s, nine out of 10 of our homes were
traditional,” he said. “Of the last 10 we’ve
done, nine were either soft contemporary
or edgy contemporary and one was traditional design.” Nowhere is the shift more
remarkable than in the tony Las Campanas
subdivision, which has been known for
large homes of conservative design since its
inception in the early 1990s. “There’s still an
element of the population here that laments
the change from Santa Fe Style and Territorial Style to contemporary, but I think
most people realize to keep the community
vibrant and keep people coming here, that
has to be expanded to what other people
are wanting,” Prull said.
He has been building here since 1984;
his early homes were what he now calls
“passive-solar shoeboxes” in Eldorado. “In
1990 we built a house in La Tierra before
there was a Las Campanas, then we did the
first two in 1994 in Las Campanas.” Today
his house tally is over one hundred. “In the
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Views of the Prull/Vevoda home exterior and kitchen

old days we did three or four a year and
now we’re doing about six.” He has eight
full-time supervisors, an office staff of five

and a field crew of about six.”
Asked about the later aesthetic evolution
of his work, Prull said, “That whole move-

ment in the 1990s was the sort of Tuscan
period, that Mediterranean influence with
dark wood and smaller windows, every-

thing sort of leathery and with travertine
tile and big beams and vigas, then in 2000
we started doing contemporary homes,
with the first really contemporary home
in Las Campanas. Craig Hoopes was on
the architectural design committee and he
helped push it through.”
Two of the homes recently, or nearly,
finished are both contemporaries, both with
design by Hoopes. One is a new house for
Prull and his wife and business partner, Jodi
Vevoda. “I was living in Chicago and had a
second home here,” she said during a recent
walkthrough of their new home. “I was in
national magazines for about 34 years, doing sales and advertising. In 2011 I decided
it was time to leave corporate America. I
was going to go back to California but I
was offered the publisher position at New
Mexico magazine, then I met Will.”
The other brand-new residence we
visited in March they call The Horseshoe.
Like most of what they build, it’s a custom.
“We’re not a spec builder,” Vevoda said.
“We’re doing a spec just because we’re in the
Las Campanas builder program, so we always have to have a spec going. We’ll break
ground next month in Black Mesa. We own
two lots there.”
Black Mesa, the newest project in Las
Campanas, is adjacent to The Estancias,
where the couple’s new house is located. The entry pivot door is beautiful and
massive but moves easily. Another thing
you notice quickly is that everything is on
one level. That’s an example of the “aging in
place” design they are embracing.
The age of their buyers today ranges from
about 55 and into the 70s. The houses can
be larger than 5,000 square feet, but more
and more people are wanting 3,000 and
less. “What people really want is high-quality finish, low maintenance with stone
and steel and stucco outside,” Prull said.
“They’re oriented toward aging in place, so
they want smart-home features and more
illumination.” If a sloped site precludes
building on one level, they’re installing
elevators — one of those is going into one
of the current home projects in Santa Fe
Summit.
The Prull-Vevoda house boasts kitchen cabinets of afromosia wood, beautiful
porcelain-tile bathroom walls sourced from
Allbright & Lockwood, and some ceilings
that are very precisely decked in Alaskan
yellow cedar that continues outside to patio
areas. The glossy floors are constructed
(for about $14 per square foot) of layers
of concrete, epoxy with sand, and then an
8,000-PSI concrete-polymer microtopping.
“It’s still a concrete floor, but it doesn’t
crack,” Prull said.

On this page: images of The Horseshoe under construction, and a rendering by architect Craig Hoopes

The Horseshoe is nicknamed for its plan:
it is made up of multiple building sections
arranged in an arc around a large open

space. Two distinctive elements are a big
covered patio with steel wedge-shaped roof
supports, and a butterfly roof. Supervisor

Kurt Lauer talked about the complex design
elements and the extent of necessary structural steel.
This is a second home for the owners.
“They live in Los Gatos and they have a
blended family, so the house is shaped like
two hands bringing the family together,”
Vevoda explained. “The guest wing and the
master wing come together in the middle
with the main living space. It’s 5,300 square
feet, about $3.5 million, with landscaping
by Solange Serquis, like our house.”
The house has an open plan, the kitchen
separated by a very long island topped in
Elegant Brown quartzite. On the outside of
the great room is a 12-foot tall glass wall
with stacking doors.
Prull and Vevoda are accustomed to
working with owners and architects on
their home projects. “We have three
Hoopes homes completing right now and
four starting,” she said. “We also have four
Lorn Tryk homes.”
Prull added, “When you have independent architect, builder and owner, you get
a better level of service and responsibility.
And design: if you work with Craig Hoopes
you have a Cornell grad, you work with Jon
Dick you have a Cornell grad, you work
with Lorn Tryk you have a Rice grad, and
these people have thirty years of experience
as well.”
The best bottom line is that they’re busy.
“We’re thrilled,” Prull said. “We have great
clients from all over the country.”
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